
WONDERFUL TAIWAN
STAY 1 NIGHT AT MONSTER VILLAGE THEME HOTEL +

2 NIGHTS AT TAIPEI INTERNATIONAL 5 STAR HOTEL



TOURIST ATTRACTIONS:
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Taoyuan Century Hotel or similar class    x1 Night
Toucheng Leisure Farm or similar class    x1 Night
The Monster Village or similar class    x1 Night
Phoenix Hotel Taichung or similar class    x1 Night
5* Hilton Taipei Sinban Hotel or Grand Hyatt Taipei Hotel or

     Marriott Taipei Hotel or similar class    x2 Nights

6 Breakfast / 4 Lunch / 2 Dinner

 Farm BBQ Dinner   Chiba Hot Pot
 Local Fried Meat Specialty Cuisine
 Sun Moon Lake Urn Chicken Flavor
 Hai Pa Wang Taiwanese Cuisine

SCHEDULE

XiMenDing - Xiamending has been called the “Harajuku of Taipei” and the 
“shibuya of Taipei”. Xiamending is the source of Taiwan’s fashion, subculture. 
and Japanese culture.

Taipei 101 Shopping Mall - Taipei 101 is the tallest building in Taiwan, with 
a mega five-story shopping mall and occupying seven floors of the Financial 
Centre is the Taiwan stock exchange. You can also take the quick lift to 89th 
floor observatory (by own expenses).

Jiufen Old Street - The liveliest street in Jiufen is also the place where the 
most snacks gather. The narrow alleys are lined with shops shouting and 
drinking, and the hot stoves are bubbling with fragrant desserts and salty food, 
and countless delicacies make people only complain that there are no more 
stomachs!

Toucheng Leisure Farm - is located at Toucheng Township in Yilan County. 
It covered about 120-hectare of land, can enjoy the beautiful natural 
surroundings and experience the agricultural lifestyle in a relaxed way. 

Sanxing Spring Onion Farm - Local farm in Sanxing and learn the ropes 
of farming with a spring onion farming experience. You will also enjoy a DIY 
scallion pancake  session in this town regarded as one of the prime producers 
of vegetables in Taiwan

SINBOW Country Road - Can be surrounded by the cute deers and enjoy 
deer feeding experience and include fodder to give each person.

ZhongShe Flower Garden - In Hout is a great place for floral lovers. The 
European-style gardens and sea of flowers that vary at the change of seasons 
are frequently visited by wedding picture photographers especially.

Xitou Monster Village - is a Japanese -style building district. Japanese 
style architecture plus cute monster peculiar shapewear kimono dolls with the 
clerk, who deep in the middle of the Japan streets.

Sun Moon Lake - it is the largest freshwater lake in Taiwan. The Sun Moon 
Lake is bounded by Lalu Island. The east and west sides are named after “Sun 
Wheel” and “Moon Hook”. It is the reputation of eight scenic spots in Taiwan for 
over 100 years.

Aboriginal Local Products Tea House

Pearl Exhibition Centre Pi Xiu Tianlu Museum
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